MIPP- Application for Mode II

Eligibility for Mode II

1. Students accepted for PhD at IITK.
2. Student must have a GPA of 8.5/10 or better from the previous degree conducted at a good University.
3. The applicant must be enrolled in PhD at IITK.

Application Procedure

The application will consist of a covering letter, full CV, copies of academic transcripts and evidence of communication with the potential UOM supervisor (email attached is fine). The covering letter should clearly indicate the following:

1) Your GPA from the previous degrees (BTech, MTech, MSc. Etc)
2) The Mode (I or II) through which you are applying.
3) The general research topic/area you are interested in and the potential/current IITK supervisor.
4) Expected starting date of PhD at IITK
5) Confirmation letter from the Cosupervisor from the UOM

Funding available for Mode II

- Funds permitting, a one-time Airfare may be provided for IITK Ph.D students visiting UOM by IITK.
- Funds permitting, IITK student will be supported by her/his Co-supervisor and MIPP at UOM.

It is preferred in Mode II that students join the MIPP programme as soon as they enrol for the Ph. D. Programme at IITK, preferably before deciding the research topic, as it would be easier to find a co-supervisor at UOM. Applications can be submitted at any time for Mode II.

University of Melbourne Contact for Engineering and IT:

Prof Saman Halgamuge (saman@unimelb.edu.au).
Supervisors associated with the 7 projects advertised can be contacted directly. If you have a specific research area of interest not covered by those topics, please contact above email address to seek a new supervisor/topic.

Deadline to Submit Application: 5th Dec 2014

Please submit your complete application to Bharti Sharma, Coordinator, Office of International Relations by 5th December 2014.